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Differing from ordinary shoe design books, this is a complete handbook geared towards practical

usage by footwear designers. It includes three main sections: Shoe Style Library, Shoe

Encyclopaedia, and Shoe Templates for Tracing. The first section features more than 300 styles of

shoes, ranging from historical archetypes to the most signature styles in todays footwear industry.

The second focuses on essential and practical information on shoe design, from materials and

construction to labels and international fairs. The templates section includes both basic templates

and templates for 60 styles of common footwear, from flats and boots to high heels.
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So, so.It has very basic information, for example, the section relating men shoes has the top three

or four shoe styles, but it does not give an idea of proportions, etc. You can try copying their

templates and enlarging them to fit your shoe last, but this is it. Ideally, the book should give an

explanation on the shoe types, and explain a bit on the proportions, but it is very vague. Also, there

see not guides on the assembly sequence of the shoes. It has a lot of diagrams, of course, but just

wait until you want to actually make your own shoe design from it. It seems like you can get the

same templates for free from the Internet. It might be good as a very general reference book, but

then the title is misleading. It is not about shoe design, but rather a collection of generic shoe

templates.

Great step-by-step instructions for anyone who dreams of shoe design. Definitely worth the price



there see not guides on the assembly sequence of the shoes. It has a lot of diagrams, of course, but

just wait until you want to actually make your own shoe design from it. It seems like you can get the

same templates for free from the Internet. It might be good as a very general reference book, but

then the title is misleading. It is not about shoe design, but rather a collection of generic shoe

templates.

Was delivered a day early awesome there was a tiny rip of the pink cover but overall it's perfect

Great book, I really like it

Very happy with ut
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